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An Empirical Examination of Confrontation Efficacy I

People are different from each other. People interact.

As long as these two statements are true, there will

inevitably be interpersonal frictions if only as a force for

,pcial change (Coser,1§56).

The area of interpersonal conflict and its 'resolution has

long been the focus of intensive stUdy, Reviews hy social

psychologists Holmes and Miller (1976) and McGrath and Kravitz

(1982) demonstrate one approach to the study"of this topic.

The.emphasis-of this perspetive i on.the development of

paradigms to explain and reproduce naturally occurring

phenomena. The research is extenSive and proCrides valuable

insights into interpersonal dynamics but little is aimed at'

the formulation of specific interventions; general classes of

action are more.the rule (e.g., bargaining is a sugegested

strategy and may even be defined by a set of criteria but a

specific method or model of bargaining is not delineatefl.) .

A class of conflict resolution strategies -- one directed

'more at the needs of counseling psyphologists for specific

interventions is Assertiveness Training. Here too, however,

the emphasis is more on general descriptions/distinctions aria

types of methods for training clients in assertive behavior

aguisition (Jakubowski, 1977a). While empirical support for

the components of this training approach are abutidant

(Jakubowski, 1977b) , little if asy empirical exploration has

been done on specific models for conflict resolutiOn. The aim

of this study was to fill that gap through-the testing of a

3
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speicfically structured approach to conflict resolution:

interpersonal confrontation.

The Three Com2onent Confrontation Model

The research into cpnflict resolution has been more on a
,

macro/general level. For example, Ilegotiation/bargainidg
n

strategies have been e;cplored extensively (Holmes & Miller,

1976), but.no specifics have been offered regarding.how to

initiate strategies or the best form for such interventions to
,

take; even though evidence exists that specific structure to

the conflict situation reduces threat and stress thus
\

facilitating interaction (Cohen,1959). Although empirical
.

r

evidence abounds which would lead to the generation of

particular models, few have been suggested (Gordon, 1970;
1

qiagnavita hadbourne & Wicas, 1980) and even these,as already

noted, have no empirical evidence supporting their use.

The Confrontation model tested in the present study is

Ipased on theory teveloped_by Gordon (1974 in his Parent L

Effectiveness Training approadh. Gordon characterizes(
,

effective confrontation in terms of "I-messages." Messages,of

this typeOre designed to engender dialogue, mutual involement

(Holmes & Miller,t 1975), between confronter and confrontee

regarding the effect of a specific behayim of the confroctee
. .

..

on the confronter, i.e., the use of "no lose" conflict

resolution strategies producing promotive relationshops

(Deutsch ,1973). Other types of statements ("You-messages")

tend to be judgmental, accusing and do not offer further

t
involvement or interaction. They are More likely to produce

.

,

_
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defensiveness, anger, or similar reactions which are barriers

to effective communication (Holmes & Millet, 1976).

- "I-megsage" codfrontations'are comprised of three

components: a specification of the confrontee's behavior which

is f he focus of a request for change, the resulting feelings

("owned" by the confronter) and the'effect/conseguence of the

behavior' on the confrónter. The confrontation takes the form:

"When you (behavior) , I feel
(Bolton, 1979)

(feeling) , because. (consequence) .HA Thus the
,.

mcdel addresses the two primary levels involved in

interpersonal conflict, affective and cognitive (Ruble &

Thomas, 1976) .,

Each of the components is intended to add to the impact

of the communication. Support for the inclusion of a

cojnitive aspect, comeg from empirical studieg by Brehmer (1976)

and Padgett and Wolosin(198D).

. Specifying the behavior, i.e. making the conflict more

concrete (Holmes & Miller, 1976),indiCates mot only the
,

behavior which is the focus of the confrantation/reguest fot

change, but the particular circumstances allowing for botli.

genetalizatiod and digcrimination -- hence the less ambiguous
*

the situatiod and the more alternatives perc ived by those

inv?lved in the conflict (Deutsch, 1973; Komorita & Kravitz,

1979; Komorita, Lapworth *8, Tumonis, 1981; Mille't E Holmes,

1975). Thus distinctions can be made between *situations and

the variables w4,thin them making the mutual contract for

change mare easily negotiable and tiable.

5
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The feelilig 4upplies the impac, of the behavior o'n the

confronter. It thus indicates the motivation for the

requested change. "Owning" it - saying the feeling in the "I

feel" manner - makes-it a report of an internal state, taking

it Get of the realm of accusation. The intention is to

eliminate, as much as possible, the blaming stance

communicated bT the wording "You made me feel. . *1, which

tends to engender4efensiveness, the natural tendency to

attribute causatiOn of negative emotions to personal rather

than impersOnal forces (Kelley, 1971; Miller & Norman, 1975).

The consequence component is an attempt to extend the

confrontes perception of the situation by indicating the

result of the behavior on the confronter, effects perhaps

unknown or,unrecogniZed by the confrontee. The consequence

tends to-legitimize,the confrontation by providing data to the

confrontee. This information can be of tWo types in

legitimate confrontations (nonlegitimate confrontations are,

actually disguised values conflicts) , either consequential or

interpretive. (Holmes and Miller (1976) make this distinction

using the terms "realiStic" and "autistic" respectively.) In a

consequential confrontation the effect is readily observable,

empirical arid objective. In the interpretive ty e effect

-- due t6 an interpretation of the confrontee's behavior
\

as'on the relationship, the confrOntei.'s perception of the

relaionship or the confronter's reaction to the, confrontee.

Interpretive confrontations tend to resuest clarificaton of

the intention of the behavior.and/or tbe status of the
4
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relationship as a prelude to and facilitation df the

negotiation of a.contract for change (Kelley, Shure, Deutsch,

Faucheux, Lanzetta, Moscovici, Nutin, Rabbie & Thibaut,'1970).

Problem Statement

GordOn's (1970) PET Approach is widely disseminated and

discussed (e.g., Moreland &Schwebel, 1981; Resnick, 1981)7

However, little'effort'has been e.xpended establishing

empirical' support .for the approach (Tramontana, Sherrets-&

Authier, 1980). The research which has been conducted is not

empirically sound enough to provide adequate substantiation

for the use of PET methods (Rinn & Markle, 1977; Taltormina,

. 1980). In particular; the use of "Imessage"..confroMation,

while logically compelling, has no direct empirthal supportt

Does this confrontation model '5unction at all, lek alone
.

.
. .

b.s predictecr- Are eabh of the componentS.,necessary? !And, if
\ , .

.._\ .

so, how does each contribute to .ttaining the desiredieffect
.

IJ

of the confrontation (control cif defensiveness and thd
. ,,

negotiation of a mutual "no lose" contract for behavior
S

''4

change)? Will these e fects be consistent independent of

other situational variables such as the sex of the confronter?'

These are the questions the present stody was designed to

addresS'.

Method

Sublects

The subjects were 5b male undergraduale volunteers

enrolled in the Introduction to Psychology course at the

University of Kentucky. Gender of confrontee was not include'd

I r
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factor in this.study since'a parallel study (Remer

Watson, 1§82) collected d.ata onifemales compatible with the

present information.

'Subjects were all between the egeS'of 18-22. All

received course credit -for the r'participation in the Indy.

Procedures

, To test the efficacy e confrontation model an

analOgue procedure was employe . While there are limitations

to analogue studies (Munley, 1974), the relative control and'

safety affoTded were deemed necessary in an iniial

expldration.

Since confrodtations, take place in:mg,ny cbiltexts,

decisiofs had to be made tti limit the study in reasonable,and

representat4Ye weys4 Accordingly the feeling,componeht was

specified to be anger; the behavior was sp40.fied as being
.

.

late for an appOintment; and the conseluence, ,lack of respect,

. .was interpretive (being generally more Comm than

consequential.donfrontations). These'choices were made to

proyids a common situation to which most.Subjects2could relate

,and because the confrontation could take placefeithsr in a ,

11 counseling, business or friendly context, providing a basis

f,orf,comparison in future studies.

:For this study tire sitUation was structured to kodOce a

confeontetion between friends. This circimstance was chosen

as the most uniyersal nd flast thieateping of the options .

avai1ab1 thus the easiest one with whia'subjects could-
.

identify. AiSo, more interpersonal conflict is manifest when
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.the cndividual power of those involved is'Xual (Thibaut &

Faucheux, 1965) , thus providing a sterner test for ihe model,
, ,

. _

To assess the effect of the differegt compOnents of,the,

model, 16 videotape confrontations were recorded.. Eight of

the confrontations were by a si0 le female confronter,an4 the

other eight by a single male, thus including gender of

confronter-as a factor in the design.

The two sets of eight confrontations were designed to

assess tiolie effects of all components of the model.individually

and in combination. The segments of 'the videotape thus ranged

from no components present to all compcnents present, i.e.,

the fuIl model. The eight segments are presented in S;ble 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

An accuracy check wat performed after the videotapes were

made to insure that the Confrontations seemed realistic and

truetto the model. -The videotape lia8 viewed by six experts,

licensed psychologists and advanced graduate students, trained

'in confrOntation using this model. Based on the experts,

feedback, adjustments were made and the final versions of the

videotapes incorporating the order factor were produced.

prdff of presentation of the components -- whether

subjects saw the full model first or whether segments

presented built towAd the full mode1'--2was considered a

possible confounding,variable.4 To assess and control for

these effects the order of presentation of the'number of

components was varied in fodr ways: ascending f0., 1, 2, 3),.

descending (3, 2, 1, 0) and two arbitrary orders (2, 0, 3, 1)
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These arrangements represent two compromises with the
/

optimal situation, i.e., total randomization of Se4ments.

/

9

.

Since there are 40,320 permutations (possible orders) of .eight
,

segments (the number of permutations of 16 segments.is an

astronomical figure) , it was obviously a practical

impossibilLty to produce on tape for each sp6ssible orderin.g.

In addition, not all possible orderings within comanations
,

(e.g., behavior-consequences as compared with consmuence-

behavior) were sensible. The logical ordering consistent with
,

I_

the original model was, therefore, maintained throughout

(i.e., behavior-feeling, .feelingconsequence, behavior-

consequence). The four orderings employed in the study were

selected to control for ordering effects and to provide
,

information regarding the cumulative,effects of the model
y

components on learning this confrontation style.

Finally, to control for the possible impact of male

,versus female confrontee, the subjects were randomly divided.

ffalf saw the male confronter first, then,the female. the

Other subjects viewed the segments with female confronter

first.

T'he 56 subjects war; astsembled in a room, Informed

consent was elicited and they were then ra'ndomly assigned to
4,

each of the 8 cells (2 gendr orders x 4 presentation orders)

of the design. (rhere.was one minor e'rror in asSignment so

thafJle cells were 'sightly unbalanced).
1

After the subjeces were moved to the rooms for the
,.

:10'
.,

,
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presentation of the videotapes, they were given a few minutes

to familiarize themselves with the questions/instrument with

which they were gointto be asked to respond. Subjects'

questions 'regarding thP procedures were answered. They were .

also informed that they would be debriefed after the

t..

experiment.'

Instructions regarding the situation in which the

subjects were to try to pl,ece themselves were read. They werb

informed that th-ey

were to assume that: 1) they had a strong mutual relation'ship

with the person they would he viewing;, 2) they were

peerS/equals with the persor (not student-teacher,
1

employee-employer, etc.); 3) they were approXimately,the

same age as tbe person; amd 4) they were both thc: same

educational, socio=economic and religious background.

They were then told to: "Put yourself in ihe situation

and respond to the ten questions as you itould if you werd

w, confronted by a friend as just described." (Each video

: segment was preceded by a short lead in attempting to induce a

further sense of familiarity with the situation so that

'subjects would not "come in cold").

After each of the 16 segments, subjects were instructed

to respond using the ten item Enressed Attitude Toward

Confrontation Questionnaire. Approximately 60 seconds were

.allowed for subjects response between the showing of segmentS.

InstrumentatiOn

,The reactiond of the subjects.to the componluts of the
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:model were assessed by.developing an instrdment expressly for

rating confrontations. The Ex2ressed Altitude Toward

Confrontation QuestiovaiBe (EATC2) 4as composed of ten iteis,

nine dealing win the reactions to the confrontation and one

4

a:sking hpw well the subjects were able to imagine themselves

in the situation(a reality check).

TSe questions mere direct and,941e'mbigious dealing with
.

the various aspects/intehtions of the interaction important to

reduction of interpersonal conflict (Holmes E)aller, 1976):

How Clee5 is the confrontation? Do you know,what you.are
being confronted about?

How such would you chenge your behavior as a*result of
this confron6tion?

How much do you feel open to negotiation with your
confronter? That is, woul,d you be willing to talk over
the prOlem and try to strike' a compiomise?

How much do you understand the confrontation,from.the
confronter's point of viewl

To what extent,do you feei angry?

1 To wht extent do you feel delensive?

To what extent do you want to withdraw from the
confrontation? That is, do you feelllike walking away
from your confronter?

-

To what extent do you want to Withdraw from the
te'lationslib with your confronter? That.is, do you what
t4 end,the friendship?

Overall, ho'w would you rate this confrontation as to
effectiveness?

How well mere you able.to put yourself into* the role of
the confrontee?
Five point Likertscales were used to elicit :subjects'

ratings. Each point on the scales Vas anchdred by a"

description of the subjects' possibleTesponse. (See Table 3
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'for end point'anchors.) Half the'scales were designed to bg

12

.

reverse scored to control for possible acquiescence set. The

,Blestionnaire'was field tested and revised to insure'that the

finA fofm was'clear and4understandable.

Analysis.

f 4 'Because ot the-complexity of.the design and the amount of -

.1 . .

-data Collected a multiplestage, branching analysis xas

1

-

performed. At the grotesi level-of aggregation an 8 x 4:i 2

(component x opder x 'Sex of confronter.) Repeated Measures

Multiple Anilysis of Variance was done across all ten items of

the EATCQ. 'Next ten 8 x.4 x 2 Univarrate 'Repeted Measures

Anal yses ot V&riance-,- one- -fo-

0

Finally, post bac multiple comparisons;using Duncan's Multiple

Range statistic were, performed on each individual factor found

significant at the 2 <:01 level for each of the aspects rated

sm the EATCQ.

The factor of order of presentation of sex of confrontee

was employed only as a.control variable. It did not enter the

analysts. In addition, a decision was made to evaluate at the
, t

alpha = .01 level because of the large number of degrees of
0

freedorin the analyses, producing statistically significant

results of little or'no practicar significance.

Results

Kultivariate Analysis

The results of the 8 x 4 x 2 (coilit x'order x sex of

confronter) repeated measures multiplilanalyas of v.ariance
1

..abross all ten items of the EATCQ are Presented in Table 2

13
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The Wilkts Criterion for each source of variation has been

converted to an approxiMate F-value for easier interpretation.

The viriance/covariance matrices which vary according to the

appropriate error for a particular component are nOt presented

since they would consume .an inordinate amount of journal space

being 10 x 10. They are available from the author up.on

'request.

Significant effects were obtained due to component of the

model,the component x order interaction and the three way

Intertion. By far the most signiicant effect can be

attributed to influence of the different components of the

modr_1_

Univariate Analyses

An 8 x 4 x 2 (component x order xsex of confronter)

dnivariate_repeated measures analysis was performed for each

Of the ten EATCQ questions. The results of these analyses are

summarized in Table 3. The means, standard deviations and

cell sizes which correspond to these analyses are not

" presented due to siace limitations. They are also available

'from the author Upon request.

/n each case the effect of the components of the model

was highly significant' (%2 <.001). On the ratings of all bu
.

"possibility of behavior change","effectiveness of

-confrontation" and "identification", there was a significant

component x order interaction. A significant sex of confronter

effect was 'observed for "possibility of behavior change";a

'.signfficant orderAsex interaction on "willingness to

344
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negotiate"; and a significant three way.interaction for

"defensiveness".

In interpreting the significant effects, the problem of

correlated errors which leads to a non-homogeneous

variance/covariance matrix presents itglf. In each of the
.

analyses a significant GreenhouseGeiser probability wasv'.

"calcultated indicating that the significant resultssobtained

could be an artifact of this assumption violation. In order
,

to cope with this problem the proceduTe suAgested by

Greenhouse and Geiser-(1959) was employed. A liberal test

Using the maximurd appropriate degrees of freedom available for

the numerator and conservative test employing only one degree

of freedom for the numerator were conducted. This procedure

indicated that all but the significant component effects and

the sex of confronter effect were equivocal, i.e., significant

li
on the liberal test but nOtson the conservative one. Since the

multivariate analysis did not evidence any significant sex of

confronter main effect, no further exploration was indicated

there:

Following this result, cell means for the interaction

effects were examined and the.strength of the significance for

the interactions were compared to those for the components.

None of th4se Unalyses produce interpretable results.

Considering the equivocal outcomes and the large number of

degrees of freedom in the analysis which tended to produce

significant results without practical implications, further

exploration of all but the component effects were terminated.

.15
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Multiple Comparisons

In order to investigate the effects of tlie'individual

cOmponents of the:model and cmbinations of the components the

Duncan's Multiple Range statistic was calculated for each of

the ten questions of the EATC2. The resul,tq of these analyses

are presented in Figures 1-10. The figures are arranged so

that positive outcomes/ratings are consistently to the right

for easier c'om-parison.

'Insert Figures 1710 about here

Although it is diLficult to generalize across all ten

items, one outcome is consistent, the full model (behavior,

feeling-and consequence combiried) proauced.as positive.if not

J
a significantly more positive reaction in every instance. 'The

onLy other result obtaind with anywhdt near that consistehcy .

is that the "behavior" desciption alone or in combination with

other components has the most significant posrtive effect/
0.

but for the nbtable excdptions "angry-and defensive" reactions'

and the tto quettions regarding "withdrawal4. The "not
, v. ,

componentfi condition and the "feeling" albne condition tend tql

produCe the most negative reactions', beind Wed at or,pear

the lotec end of each scale. Other piissrible patterns till be

noted in the discussion section.

Piactical allaifiCance

. The arge number of statistically ,significant r'sults in

the hypothesized direCtion are encouraging and informative..

However,.the large number of degrees of freedom available in

the analyses could, produce these findings even w,ith relatively
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minor 4fferences in the subjects' reactions.

What are the practical implications of the use of the

model? To answer this question, the range of the mean ratingsk

on each item were examined. In looking at the differences'in .

the ratings of the ten aspects (If confrontation, practical

significances - shifts /in reactions from neutral position or

onp end of the continuum to the,other - were obtained in every

instance,.except the two 'ratings of "desire for withdrawal".

Only thee two,r tings failed to produce an indication of a

significant pra tical.staft in attitude, even though ae
statistical significant result was observed. In each-case,

however, no negative attitude Was expressed originally..

4

Discussion

The results indicate overwhelming supporf for the use of

the full model whdn confronting males whether the ,confronter

is male or female. The consistency of thesefindings avross

all dimensions of the EATC2 provide vindication tor the'use of

the full model as an effective form of communication in all

instances.

Worth noting is that thbehavioral description alone

seIs to,produCe positive reaCtions. This finding would lead'

one tb believe that direct, copcise criticism, while

potentially threateninf,' can provide a basis for negoiiation
t

,...
.

of.changes withNmale friends whether d'one by males or other

females. This finding is'congruerit.with those noted earlier.
;

froi-the Socia .) Psychology literature' .

Males generally could only identify w,ith the confrontee.
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to a moderate degide at best. It could be hypothesized that

they,had difficulty putting themselves in the situation

because they do not find themselves either confronting or

being confronted often. Given the males reaction --

perseverating with the confrontation without becoming overly

angy or defensivemwor desiring to withdraw from either the

- confrontation or the relationship -- this conclusion seems

tenable. However, the lack of identification co'uld also have

decreased emotional reaction. Further investigation seems

warranted to clarify the situation.

While the results of the present study utilizing males

subjects seems compatible in general with the results obtained

discrepancy is evident. The impact of the feeling component on

aRd females'angry and defens..tve reactions igfClearly
)

different. Males-do not seem as effected emotionally

confrontations as do females, or else they handle theimpact.

4
differently. Gender differences (Kimmel, Pruitt, Magenft,

Konar-Goldband & Carnevale, 1980) and personality differences

.(Hermann & Kogan, 1977)' have been fOund previously in

',interpersonal conflict situations. A.c6mparison of the

differences between males and females would shed light on

.4
these dynamics. Perhaps hints from sex role development

literature would contribute to further understanding and
,

indicate how the use of the,m6de1 could'be enhadbed. Clearly,

there is a need for additional exploration in this area.

Similarly, questions of whether similar outcomes,could be
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obtained with other poptOltions are worth addressing.

Certainly the effects of other cultural, ecOnomic and social

backgrounds require investigation.

Conclusion.,

Since the options included in the design bf this study

o ''Veretcosen to be realistic (being late fog an appointment)

most typical (an interpretation of a friend's behavior as the

consequence) and most threatening (angry feelings); it seems

reasohable to conclude that other possible -.e.g., feelings of

hurt or concern, other specific behavi-ors or more observable .

,consequences,other types of relationships such as

counselor/client -'would ,produce eq lly or moe salutory

effects. However, these are questions which can be easily

addressed empirically in future studiese The strength of the

results would indicate that suph further exploration would

prove profitable and should be done.

,

i iCoffflict in interpersonalsrelatiOnships s nevitable.

There is every indication that ,the three component moslel

tested can provide a-viable means for facilitating negotiation,

and possible resIttion of such.conflict. The specificity of

the model goes'far in-making kt an understandable, adaptable

4)
and teachable method for helping persons commanicate their

frictions effectively.
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Confrontation I

Table 1 ''.

_Irideotaipe Segment Formats

# of Components/ CombInation of
Components

none
,

/

-

. o

Segment

1,

' 2

3

4

5

..
6

,

7

Present

0 .

1

, 1

2

2

:

o

,

1

\

8

1,

..

3

)

go

c

beba'vior

. ..

feeling

consequence

.0- .

feeling and
behavior

feelingand
consequence

behavior and
conseqdence

behavior,
feeling and
consequence

,

Actual
Wording'

.,

22

"Damn you!"

"You're late for .Our
appointment:"

C

,

"I'm-really angry."

"I think you have no respect
f'crr me or my time.P

. .

"I'm really angry because
you'relate-for this
appointment.ti

"I'm reallf angry because I
think you:nave no respect
for me or wy time."

,

"You're-late for our .

appointment andI think
you haveno respect for
me _my time." .

,

"When qu're.late for our
appointdent, I feel angry
because I think you have,
no-respect for me or my .

time." :

..

0

,

,

,



Table 2
,

'8 x 4 x 2 Repeated Measures MAN04 Component x Order x Sex of,Confronter

Source of Variation Willc' Criterion' F Value Approximation df
2.

Component (C) 0.23 8.542 70/2076 0.000

Order (0) 0.47 1.21 30/126 0.217

Sex of confronter (S) ,0.75 1.43 10/43 0.199

C x 0 0.41 1.53
,

210/3640 0.000

C x S 0.82 1.02 70/2070 0.425

0 IkS 0.47 1.24 . 30/126

)

Cx0xS 0.48 1.31 210/3233 0.002

1
Run WI SAS (Statistical Analysis System). Variance/Covariance Matrices are too numerous and too large

(10 x0.0) to include in the aAicle. They can be obtained from the author.
9

2
Underlaned F-values are significant 25.01.

1r

Th



Table 3
AP

8 x''2 x 4 Repeated Measures Univariate ANOVA (Component x Order x Sex of Confronter)

Aspect Assessed

Clarity of confrontation

Range of Assessment Source of Variation

1 = Totally clear Component (C)
5 = Vague

Order (0)

Sex'of confronter(S)

C x 0

c x"S

= 0 x S

Cx0x5

Possibility of behavior 1 = Definitely would Component (C)
change remain unchanged

5 = Definitely would 0rder (0)
change

Sex of confronter (S)

C x 0

C x S

0 x S

C x Ox S

Willing to Discuss/
Negotiate Problem

5 = Totally closed Component (C)

1 = Totally opened Order (0)

Sex of conironte (S)

26 .

c x o .

,

- C x S

4
MS df Error MS df F

97:37 7 1.28 364 76.0gc 0.00

0.63 3 5.50 52 0.11 0.95

0.01 1 0.89 52 0.01 0.93

3.35 21 1.28 364 2.62 0.06

0.85 7 0.39 364 2.16 0.04

0.36 3 0.89 52 0.41 0.75

0.62 21 0.39 364 1.58 0.05

14.99 7 0.90 364 16:85 0.00

4.05 1 6.33 52 0.64 0.59

54:52 1 0.70 52 7.84 0.01

0.85 21 0.90 364 0.96 0.51

0.32 7 yal. 344 1.03 0.41

0.49 3 0.70 52 0.69 0.56

0.31 21 0.31 364 1:00 0.47

15.56 7 0.65 364 23.87 .0.00

5.31 3 8.91 52 0.60 0.62

0.12 1 0.62 52 0.20 '0.66

1.69 21 0.65 364 2.60 0.00

0.35 7 0.37 364 0.95 0.47

27



Aszect Assessed 'Range of Assessnent

Understand confronter's 1 = Totally confused
perspective 5 = Totally understand

Angry 5 = Not at all
1 = Livid

I

Defensive 1 = Not at all
5 = Totally defensive

28

Table3(Con't)

Source of Variation MS

2.31

df Error 'MS df F-

3.74 0.00 x S 3 0.62 52

Cx0xS 0.44 21 0.37 364 1.21 0 24

Compohent (C) 55.81 7 1.09 364 51.01 b.00

Order (0)
_

1.94 3 4..07 52 0.48 0.70 .

Sex of confronter (S) 0.00 1 0.167 52 0.01 0.94

C x 0 2.67 21 1.09, 364
;

2.44 0.00

C x S 0.22 7 ,0.43 364 0.51 0.83'

0 x S ,0.65 3 0.67 52 0.97 0.41

Cx0x5 0.33 21 0.43 364 077 0.76

Component (C) 12:47 7 0.72 364 17.30 ' 0.00

Order (0) 2.33 3 4.55 52 0.51 0.68

Sex of confronter (S) 0.31 1 0.61 52 0.51 .0.48

C x 0 2.54 21 0.12 364 3.53 0:00
-.

C x S 0.28 ,7 0.29 364 0.99 0.44,

0 x S 1.10 3 0.61 52 1.82 0.16

Cx0x5 0.48 21 .0.29 364 1.49 0.03

Component (C) 9.13 7 0.94 364 9:75 0.00

Order (0) 6.12 3 6.54 52 0.93' 0.44

Sex of confronter (S) 2.12 1 0.77 52 2.75 0.10



Asnect Assessed

Want to withdraw from
confrontation

Want to withdraw from
relationship

30

Tablc3(Con't)

Range of Assessment Source of Variation MS

2.59

0.08

0.19

0.68

df Error MS df

364

364

52

,t10-14

364

C x 0

C x S

0 x S

Cx0xS

21

7

3

21

0.94

0.32

0:77

0.32

5 = Donit want to Component (C) 5.41 7 0.59 364
withdraw at all

.,

1 = Definitely want 'Order (0) 12.49 3 7.16 52
to withdraw

Sex of confronter (S) 0.94 1 0.76 52

C x.0 1.48 21 0.59 364-

C x S 0.14 7 0.33 364

0 x S 1.86 3 0.76 .52

Cx0xS 0.49 21 0.33 364

1 = Don't want to Component (C) 5.80 7 0.50 364
withdraw at all

5,= Definitely want Order 40) 6.46 3 5.43 52

to withdraw
Sex of confronter (S) 1.36 1 0.32 52

C x 0 1.21 21 0.50 364

JC x S 0.28 7 0.21 364

0 x S 0.34 3 0.32 52

Cx0xS '0:31 ' 21., 0.21 364

4t

.2.

2.77 0.00

0.26 0.97

0.25 0.86

2.15 0.00

9.24 0.00

1.74 0.17

1.24 0.27 ,

. -

2.53 0.00

0.43 0.88

2.44 0.07

1.49 048

11.71 0.00
t

1.19 0.32

4.20 0.65

2.44 0.00

'1.35 0.22

1.05 0.38

-1.46 0.09.

31



7 Table3(Con't)

Aspect Assessed Range of Assessment Source of Variation MS df Error MS df

Effectiveness of
confrontation

5 = Totally ineffective
1 = Totally effective

Component (C) 20.02 7 0.98 364 20.35 0.00

Order (0) 1.20 3 5.31 52 0.23 0.88

Sex of confronter (S) 1.34 1 0.64 52 0:21 0.65

C x 0 1.19 '21 0.98 364 1.21 0.24

C x S 0.29 7 0.42' 364. , 0.69 0.68

0 x S 1.15 3 0.64 52, 1.81 0.16

Cx0xS 0.49 21 0.42 364 1.18 0.26

Able to identify
with confrontee

1 = Not at all
5 = Totally into role

Component (C) 8.00 7 0.88 364 9.14 I, 0.00

Order (0) 20.56 3 5.82 52 3.53 0.02

Sex of confronter (S) 1..18 1 0.97 52 1.22 0.27

C x 0 0.96 21 0.88 364 1.10 0.35

OP

C x S 0.28 ,7 . 0.39 364 0.70 0.67

0 x S 0.80 3 0.97 52 0.82 0.49

Cx0xS 0.55 ,21 0.39 364 1.40 '=0.12

Underlined F ratio's are'Significant

) 1

N./

3



Table 4

Cell Maans and Standard 0sviations for Ten.Confrontation Aspects Assessed

Gener of Confronter:

Ascending (All

Male
n m 14)

FC BC BFC

Ascending

ema le

FC BC

Order of rresentation: colls.for ascending

BF BF
Comnonent of Model: None

None \BFC

Asnect

Clarity (R) .4.50 1.86 4.29 3.21 1.93 3.07 1.93 1.71 4.50 2.00 4.07 3.21 1.79 3.29 2.14 1.79'

(0.85) (1.03) (0.61) (1.25) (1.00) (1.27) (1.07) (1.20) (0.52) (1.04) (0.62) (1.25) (0.89) (1.27) (1.23) (1.19)

Cllange' 2.57 3.07 2.43 3.14 3.21 3.21 3.21 3.36 2.57 3.00 2.36 3.00 3.07 3.00 2.93 5.14

(1.40) (0.62) (0.94) (0.86) (0.70) (0.97) (0.80) (0.93) (1.16) (0.88) (0.84) (0.96) (0.83) (0.96) (1.00) (1.10)

Negotiation(R) 3.00 2.57 3.07 2.93 2.29 2.86 2.36 2.14 2.93 2.29 2.50 2.79 1.93 2.57 2.29 2.07

'.'nderstanding

(1.36)

1.71

(0.85)

3.93

(1.07)

2.29

(1.07)

2.79

(0.91)

3.93

(1.10)

2.57

(0.93)

3.57

(1.10)

3.64

(1.27)

1.79

(0.99)

3.79

(1.02)

2.14

(0.97)

2.71

(0.73)

4.07

(0.94)

2.71,

(0.81)

3.43

(1.14)

3.71

(0.73) (0.83) (0.62) (1.05) (0.92) (1.09) (1.28) (1.45) (0.80) (0.89) (0.86) (0.83) (0.83) (1.075 (1.22) (1.33)

Anger 3.79 4..50 4.36 3.57 4.57 3.71 4.07 4.07 3.93 4.50 4.43 A.07 4.71 3.86 4.00 4.14

(0.89) (0.65) (0.63) (0.76) (0.51) (0.83) (0.62) (1.38) (0.83) (0.52) (0.65) (0.92) (0.47) (1.03) (0.68) (1.03)

Defensiveness (R) 1.34 2.00 2.14 3.07 1.86 2.64 2.64 2.21 2.43 2.00 2.07 2.71 1.93 2.57 2.29 2.29

(0.95) (0.68) (0.95) (1.07) (0.53) (0.93) (0.84) (0.97) (0.94) (0.78) (0.62) (1.07) (0.62) (0.94) (0.83) (1.14)
p.

Withdrawal from 4.50 4.71 4.43 4.07 4.50 4.29 4.21 4.29 4.29 4.64 4.29 4.14 ic:64 4.21 4.43 4.36

Confrontation (0.76) (0.47) (0.94) (1.27) (0.65) (0.92) (0.89) (0.99) (0.91) (0.50) (0.83) (1.10) (0.50) (0.97) (0.76) (0.84)

Withdrawal from 1.64 1.21 1.36 1.64 1.36 1.36 1.50 3.29 1.43 1.21 ". 1.29 1.50 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.50

Relationship (R) (0.84) (0,43) (0.63) (0.93) (0.63) (0.63) (0.65) t0.62) (0.51) (0.43) (0.47) (0.76) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.65)

Effectiveness(&) 4.00 3.14 3.86 3.36 3.00 3.43 3.07 3.07 4.14 3.50 3.86 3.64 2.93 3.50 3.29 3.07

(0.96) (1.17) (0.77) (1.01) (1.11) (0.9) (1.07) (1.21) (0.95) (0.76) (0.95) (1.01) (1.00) (0.85) (0.99) (1.27)

Zdentiiication 2.36 3.21 2.14 2.43 3.21 2.43 2.79 2.93 2.93 1.0 2.50 2.50 3.29 2.64 2.86 2.86

(1.08) (0.89) (0.77) (1.09) (0.97) (0.85) (1.05). (1.07) (0.94) (0.91) (0.76) (0.94) (0.91) (1.01) (0.95) (1.03)

Mean
Cell m (SD)

1)
kJ

0

(R) indicates reverse pcored item, i.e., a higher score is less desireable

J.



Table 4 (can't)

Gender of Confronter:

Descending (All

F

Male

FC

14)

BC BFC

Des*nding,

F

Female

1/C'' BC BFC
Order of Presentation: cells for Descending

C BF C BFNone B
Con:oonent of Model: None B

:ooect

Clarity (R) 4.43 3.00 .4.07 2.36 2.31 2.36 2.21 1.93. 4.57 2.71 3.86 2.43 2.20 2.50 2.36 1.93

(1.09) (1.41) (1.00) (0.93) 11.25) (1.01) (0.97) (1.07) (1.09) (1.44) (1.17) (0.94) (1.26) (1.16) (1.01) (1.00)

Change 2.50 2.93 2.14 2.93 3.00 3.29 3.07 3.50 2.43 2.79 1.93 2.79 2.93 2.86 2.50 3.29

(1.45) (1.21) (1.17) (0.73) (1.08) (0.91) (1.00) (0.85) (1.40) '(1.12) (0.83) (0.70) (0.80) (0.95) (0.76) (0-.83)

Negotiatipn(R) 3.86 2.93 2.93 2.21 3.00 3.29 2'.86 2.00 3.86 2.86 2.86 2.07 3.00 2.64 2.36 2.43

(1.17) (1.27) (1.33) (0.89) (1.22) (1.14) (1.17) (0.78) (1.10) (1.17) (1.23) (0.83) (1.13) (1.08) (1.15) (1.02)

Understnnding 2.21 3.14 2.36 3.64 3,31 3.07 3.50 3.79 2.00 3.14 2.07 %
3.43 3.47 3.21, 3.50 3.86

(1.12) (1.35), (1.08) (0.93) (0.95) (0.92) (1.92) (0.89) (1.04) (1.41)' (0.73) (0.94) (1.30) (1.055 (1.16) (0.95)

Anger 3.07 '3:57 4.00 4.29 3.85 3.79 3.79 4.50 3.07 3.93 4.43 4.50 4.00 3.93 4.36 4.00

(1.21) (1.02) (1.18) (0.83) (1.07) (0.89) (0.89) (0.65) (1.07) (0.73) (0.65) (0.52), (0.65) (0.92) (0.63) (0.88)

Defensivedess (R) 3.64 2.93 2.71 2.36 2.62 2.64 2.71 2.21 3.57 2.64 2.64 2.36 2.47 2.50 2.50 2.43

(1.28) (0.73) (1.54) (0.84) (0.87) (1.01) (0.91) (0.97) (1.28) (0.84) (1.39) (1.01) (0.79) (0.76) (1.02) (0.76)

Withdiaval from 2.71 3.57 3.93 4.43 3.69 3.57 3.86 4.00 3.21 4.14 4.21 4.3g 3,80 4.07 4.29 4.14

ontation (1.38) (1.09) (1.33) (0.85) (0.85) (0.94) (0.86) (0.96) (1.25) (0.66) (0..70) (0.50) (0.S6) (0.92) (0.83) (0.66)

:athera -al, from 2.79 2.07 1.71 1.29 1.85 2.29 1.71 1.29 2.36 1.93 1.43 1.29 1.80 1.86 1.50 1.64.

Relati nship (R) (1.2) . (1.00) (0.99) (0.47) (0.90) (0.99) (0.73) (0.61) (1.08) (0.73) (0.51) k0.47) (0.68) (0.86) (0.65) (0.84)"'

Effectiv ess (R) 3.64 4.3.21 4.21 3.21 2.92 2.86 3.07 2.64 3.79 3.21 4.21 3.36, 3.33 3.07 3.43 2.79

(1.39) (1.25) (0.89) (0.70) (0.95) (1.03) (0.92) (0.84) (1.48) (1.12) (0.80) (p.63) (1.05) (0.73) (1.02) (0.80)

-Identifica ion 2.93 3.29 3.00 3.29 3.31 3.36 3.43 3.43 3.21 3.21 3.00 3.21 '3.20 3.00 3.07 3.71

(1.27) (1.27) (0.78) (0.61) (0.85) (0.93) (0.94) (0.85) (1.37) (1.19) (1.24) (0.89) (1:15) (0.78). (1.00) (0.99)
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Gender of Confronter:

Order of Presentetion:

Convonent of'Model: None

Random Reversed

M a 1 e

Table 4 (bon't)

,(all.cells for randomreversed n * 15)

BF BC

-

'Female

Random Reversed

BFC None BF . FC BC BFC

Asoect I.

'Clarity (R) 3.53 3.20 3.93 2.00 2.00 2.33 2..33 2.20 4.27 2.73 373 2.47 2.53

(1.19) (1.26),(1,10) (1.25) (0.85) (0.9.8) (0.82) (1.32)^ (0.88) (0.88) (0.88) (0.99)

.2.20

(0.77) (0.99)

Change
=

,2.60
t

'3.27 2.27 3.20 3.67 3.33 3.40 4.07 2.60 3.13. 2.33 2.93 3.27 3.00'

(1.45) (0:88) (0.80) (1.21) (0.82) (0.62) (0i74) (2,60. (1.36) (0.99) (0.90) (0.70) (0.59) (0.76)

-Negotiation (R) 3.80 2.93 3.13 2.53 2.67 2.80 2.73 2.27 3.80 ,2.60 2.80 2.87 2.87 3.07

(0.86) (0.80) i(0.74) (0.92) (0.72) (0.68) (0.80) (1:22) (1.01) (0.63) (0.94) (0.74) (0.64) (0.59)
.or

Understanding 2.00 '2.67 2.00 3.60 3.47 3.33 3.27 3.80 1.87 2.60 1.87 3.20 3.40 3.00

(0.92) (1.29) (0.85) (1.06) (0.79) (0.82) (0,54) (1.08) (0-64) (0.91) (0.74) (1.15) (0.63) (0.65)

Anger 3.13 4.23 4.60 4.27 3.87 3.87 4.13 3.73 3.20 4.20 4.67 4.40 3.60 3.73

(1.25) (0.72) (0.63) (0.59) (0.83) (1.06) (1.06) (1.10) (1.01) (0.68) (0.44) (0.51) (1.06) (0.88)

Defensiveness (R) ' 2.87 2.60 2.07 '2.33 2.73 2.47 2.53 3.27 2.93 2.60 1.73 2.07 0 2.87 2.87

(1.06) (0.91) (1.10) (0.72) (0.88) (0.99) (002) (1:03) (1.10) (0.63) (0.46) (0.46) (0.84) (0.74)

Withdrawal from 3.40 4.60 4:27 4.20 4.33 4:13 4.27 3.80 3.40 4.13 4.13 4.13 3.93 4.00

Confrontat on (1.45) (0.51) (1.03) (1.01) (0.72) (0.99) (0.70) (1.26) (1.24) (0.64) (0.83) (0.92) (0.88) (1.00)

C

Witt( rawal from . 2.27 1.27 4.40 1.40 1.73 1.60 1.47 1.73 2.00 1.47 1.40 1.53 1.73 1.87

Relationship (11) (1.33) ' (0.46) (0.74) (0.51) (1.16) (0.91) (0.83) (1.22) (1.25) (0.92) (b.63) (0.74) (0.88) (0.99)

Effectiveness (R) 3.73 3.33 3.93 3.27 3.00 3.40 3,20 3.00 3.67 3.47 4.47 3.33 3.07 3.13

(1.03) (0.98) (0.70) (1,03) (0.93) (1.12) (1.01) (1.25) (1.18) (0.99) (0.52) (0.82) (0.96) (0.83)
4

,

Identification 2.67 2.60 2.33 3.07 3.33 241 2.87, : 3.53 2.40 2.67 2.07 . 2.80 3.00 2.73

(1.05) (1.12) ' (0.72) (0080).i-040 (0.88) (0.64) (0.99) (0.91) (0.901 (0.60) (0.94) (0.65) (0.96)

,

p.

2.33 1.73

(0.49) (0.80)

3.33 3.40
(0.49) (0.74)

2.93 2.33
(0.59) (0.62)

3.33 3.93
(0.62) (0.70)

3.60 4.07
(0.99) (1.03)

2.67 2.53
(0.82) (0.92)

4.07 4.40
(0.96) (0.63)

1.67 1.27

(1.05) (0.59)

2.80 2.67

(0.86) (0.98)

.-2.67 3.47
(6.62) (0.74j
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Component:

Mean:

Figure 1
_

Multiple Cpmparisopa of the 'theCts Of'dompOnents 'of .-the Model

on.Males' Ratings of Clarity of-Confrontitioil

Duncan's Multiple Range:

None
1

F C FC B BC BF BFC

4.35 4.08 2.71 2.60 2.55 2.18 2.10 1.80

Means underlined by a common line are not significantly different p<.01

Higher scores indicate less clarity
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-Figure 2'

,

Multiple Codpariions of the Effects of Components of the Model
on Males' Ratings of Willingness to Change Behavior

Component:

Mean:

Duncan's Multiple Range:,

None

2.34 2.60

V.4

-

BC BF
)3FC-.

2.96 3.03 3.10
1

3.12 3.15 3.55

Means gnderlined by a coMMon line,are%not significantly different2<.01

Higher scores indicate more willingness,to change

rs"



Component:

.Figur.e 3

Multiple Colhparisons of the Effects of Components of
the Model on,Males' Ratings of Openness to Negotiation

None FC BF B C BC BFC

Mean: 3.52 2.92 2.79 2.66 2.65 2.64 2.52 2.22

, Duncan's Multiple Range:

Means underlined by a coMmon line.are not significantly different 2.<.01

Higher, scores indicate leas openness to negotiation

.
(.41, 7



J .0 J Figure.4

Multiple Comparisons of the Effects of Components of the Model on Males'

Ratings of Understanding of Confronter's Point of View

Component: None F FC C B BC BF BFC

Mean: 1.93 2.07 3.12 3.21 3.28 3.47 3.59

Duncan's Multiple Range:
!#

Means unddilined by A common line are not significantly different

Higher scores indicate more understandink

>

S.

/19



Figure 5

Multiple Comparisons of the Effects of Components of the Model
on Males' Ratings of Anger

Component: None

Mean:

N.

Duncan's Multiple Range:

FC BC C BFC ,BF

3.29- 3.88 4.10 4.10 4.12 4.13 4.29 4.38

Means underlined by a common line are not significantly different 2.<.01.

Higher scores-indicate a less angry reaction

51 .

4.



Figure 6,

Multiple Components of the Effects of Components of the Model

on Males' Ratings of Defensiveness 1

Component: None FC C BC' BFC BF B .F

Mean: 3.22 2,70 2.58 2.56 2.51 2.46 2.44 2,28

Duncan's Multiple Range:

Means underlined by a common line are not significantly different 2.<.01

Higher scores indicate more defensiveness

52
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/
Figure 7

Multiple Comparisons of_the Effects'of Components of Ihe Model on.
.Males' Ratings of Desire to Withdraw from Confrontation

Component: .N9ne FC . BF .. BFC F' BC B
.

..,

.
1

. - 4,
1 `....

:

?lean: 3.65 . 4.3.3 4.L7 4.22 '4.23 4.23' 4.27 4.40

Duncan's Multiple"Range:

,!
A

Means uhderlined by a common line are not significantly different 2<.0l

Higher scores,indicate less desire for withdrawal

5 I
55



Figure 8

Multiple Comparisons of the Effects of Components of the Model

on Males' Ratings of Desire to Withdraw from the Relationship

Component: None FC BF BC C F B BFC

,

Mean: 2.09,./ 1.71 1.58 - 1.50 1.49 1.45, 1.44 1.40

Duncan's Multiple Range:

Means underlined by a common line are not significantly different 2.<.01

Higher scores indicate more desire for withdrawal
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Figure 9

Multiple Comparisons of the Effects of Components of the Model

on Males' Ratings of Effectiveness of.Confrontation

Component:

Mean:

Duncan's Multiple Range:

4:07

s

None C B FC BF BC ;BFC

3.78 3.36 3.34 3.18 3.13 3.12 2.71

Means underlined,by a common line ate not Significantly different 11.<.01

Higher scores indicate lower effectiveness



is

Component:

et.

Figure 10

Multiple Comparisons'Of the Effects of Components of the

Model on Males' Ratings of Identification with Confrontee

None C FC BC B BF BFC

Mean: 2.62 2.78 2.93 2.96 3.05 3.07 3.30 3.46

Duncan's Multiple Range:

Means underlined by a common line are not significantly different 24:01

Higher scores indicate more identification


